
FUNCTION INFORMATION



GENERAL INFORMATION

We DO NOT have a hire charge as areas are not exclusiveHIRE CHARGE

DEPOSIT We charge 20% of the per head total as a deposit

PAYMENT Full payment for the function can be made on arrival

CAKES Bring a cake as it is your day, we DO NOT charge cakage

PARKING We do not have our own parking

DECORATIONS You can bring your own decorations

BAR TABS We have PALACE ARCADE wristbands to identify your tab

Once completing our function form online our Function Planner Samantha will 
be in contact. She will respond with a confirmation for your date or suggest 
another. Once confirmed your deposit invoice will be sent. This can be paid 
via Credit Card (0.02% Surcharge) or alternatively Direct Deposit.



E : Contact@thepalacearcade.com.au

P : (08) 9227 7439

84 Beaufort Street, Northbridge

www.thepalacearcade.com.au

facebook.com/thepalacearcade

@arcadepalace



tables & Booths
Palace Arcade can cater to birthdays and social groups from 10 to 160. We 
have a comprehensive bar, on-sight kitchen and a huge amount of retro arcade 
machines. It is an ultimate mix of entertainment, food and drinks. 

Once you have selected a per head spend that fits your needs our Function 
Coordinator can discuss options for areas. We have upstairs and downstairs 
areas both with their individual vibes and tables and booth options. As we are 
primarily a bar/arcade more so than a restaurant we don’t allocate a seat to 
each person in the function. The functions seating and table allocation will be 
deemed by the size and requirements. Below are our tables and booths over 
upstairs and downstairs.

BOOTH 8PAX
TABLE 4PAX
LONG TABLE 10PAX

SEATED

100PAX

60PAX





SPEND PER HEAD
The below are suggested spend per heads. This spend can be split between 
Food, Drinks and Games. An allocation of tables/booths along with a non-
exclusive area will be given to the function. We can cater to function ranging 
from 10 people to 160. A deposit of 20% of function cost will be taken at time 
of booking via  invoice (Credit, Direct deposit, EFTPOS).

SPENDATTENDING

SPENDATTENDING BAR FOOD GAMES FREE GAMES

Basic Package

We match your spend on games with free games

SPENDATTENDING BAR FOOD FREE GAMES

SPLIT MATCH

We give you 50 FREE GAMES per head 

SPLIT

SPENDATTENDING BAR FOOD FREE GAMES

SPLIT

We give you 100 FREE GAMES per head

SELECT

SELECT

SELECT

SELECT

STEP ONE

PER CARD

PER CARD

PER CARDBAR FOOD GAMES

SPLIT

PER CARD



PIZZAS & SIDES
Below is our Pizza and Sides choices as well as a guide to how much to order. 
The numbers in the function are dependent on how much you order. Our Function 
Planner can put together an order for you or you can do it yourself.

3 x 22” Pizzas and 3 Sides10 PEOPLE

22” PIZZA (8 slices) 8 large slice will feed 3 people

MAMA MACK’S MARGHERITA

BIG TONY’S PEPPERONI

THE HONKEY

THE BALLER

12” GLUTEN FREE

16” 22”

QTY TOTAL

16”/22”

PRICE

BUFFALO WINGS

BIG POPPAS

MOZZARELLA STICKS

LOADED POTATO SKINS

QTY TOTALPRICE SAUCE QTY

FULLY LOADED FRIES

FRIES

QUEEN OF COBB SALAD

THE WEDGE SALAD

QTY

$23/$41

$27/$49

$28/$50

$30/$52

(10 pieces)

(4 pieces)

(5 pieces)

(4 pieces)

ADDQTY TOTALPRICE QTY

STEP TWO

$14

$14

$13

$14

$11

$7

$16

$14

$16.50

TYPE 1 TYPE 2QTY TOTAL

TOTALYOUR SPEND





CUSTOMER DETAILS
EVENT ORGANISER

COMPANY

EMAIL 

CONTACT NUMBER  

DATE OF FUNCTION ARRIVAL TIME

CONTACT@FUNCTION 

DEPARTURE TIMEOCCASION

AREA REQUEST

SPECIAL REQUESTS

BAR FOOD GAMES FREE GAMES*

Spend Per head x Attending

On arrival ask for the manager on dutyARRIVAL
CAPACITY In the event we reach license capacity, entry or re-entry 

may be delayed.
REFUSAL
OF SERVICE 

We reserve the right, without liability, to refuse the supply 
of alchohol to any guests or patrons we deem necessary.

MINORS Anyone under 18 needs to be accompanied by a LEGAL 
GUARDIAN. Minors are welcome to stay till 9pm.

RESPONSIBILITY No liability is accepted by the venue for loss or damage 
of patron/s property. The event organiser is responsible 
for any damage to the venue caused by themselves or their 
guests.

20% DEPOSIT

STEP THREE

TOTAL OWING *To be paid before commencment of function

GAMES PER CARD CARDS



TERMS & CONDITIONS
DEPOSIT:
A deposit of 20% of the estimated per head spend is required prior to your 
function to secure your booking. This deposit will be taken using a Stripe which 
charge 0.02% on top of the deposit amount.

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITY:
Harm minimisation is a primary object of the Liquor Licensing Act 1988, as a 
liquor licensee we are obliged to comply with the Directors Policies on Harm 
Minimisation and the Responsible Promotion of Liquor.  As the function holder 
you agree to submit any and all advertising and promotional material relating 
to your function to us for approval PRIOR to publication and/or distribution to 
ensure no guidelines will be breached.  

VENUE RESPONSIBILITY:
Palace Arcade practices responsible service of alcohol and will abide by the 
law in all instances. Note: Minors may attend the function if accompanied by 
their LEGAL GUARDIAN . Photo I.D must be presented on request by anyone whom 
looks to be under age and not accompanied by their Legal guardian.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
Being a function holder, or a guest of a function, does not give you guaranteed 
entry. If you are deemed intoxicated, not carrying I.D. or not wearing appropriate 
attire you may be denied entry. Management reserves the right to cancel the 
function at any time.

I am aware that by printing my name and submitting this document electronically, 
I am agreeing to all the terms and conditions given to me, and it is deemed 
equivalent to executing this form with my written signature.

SIGNATURE

Bookings are confirmed once this form is returned and deposit has been paid.

I have read and accepted the Terms & Conditions.

NAME
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